
INFORMATION  - "POLISH OPEN 2017" MATCH

Term: 29.06.2017 - 01.07.2017

Place: DOMANIZA - SLOVAKIA

The Organizers: WAS BANDITOS Association
Shooting Club GARDA Ostróda

Match for : Integration of Cowboy Action Shooters from all countries. 
Cooperation between Shooting Associations from around the world 
and working on common goals in the future.
Determining the winners.

Registration: On Line to 8-th of June 2017.
After this term registration is possible with categories already existing, 
but without possibility of creating new categories.

Categories: Category will be open when at least three participants will be 
registered, not applicable for categories:  Elder Statesman, Ladies and Junior.
If there would be report of less than three participants, shooting in 
chosen category is possible but classification will only in Overall.

Classification: Inividually according to SASS.

Rules: Regulations of SASS applying ( Single Action Shooting Society ).

- Long Range - 3 + 10 shots in distance of 250m. Pistol Target Ts2, 
in  15 min. Free position supported in one place, between the front of muzzle 
and the trigger guard.

- Buffalo Hunting - 15 shots into the metal target in distance of 250m. 
Time is counted, missed shot counts  +10sec.

- Fast Draw - Fast shooting balloons. Distance 2m. 
Revolver loaded with one blank cartridge 
(Ammunition will be prepared by the organizer)
Shooting for Timer signal. Contestant has 3 attempts. 
Balloon has to burst. Best time wins.

- Saloon Shooting - 5  shots for timer signal, while sitting at a the table.
Loaded revolver is lying on the table  in 3m. distance there will be 3 targets 
and 2 popers in 10m. distance. 
On timer signal shooter have to put down the cards he was holding 
and start shooting the targets and popers.
Every missed shot is counted as +5sec. to general time.

 



Awards: Diplomas and commemorative medals for places from 1 to 3, prizes.

Fees: 

-starting: Main Match -  45 Euro
Wild Bunch - 10 Euro
Long Range - 10 Euro
Fast Draw ( Ammunition ) - 1 Euro / 3 shots
Saloon Shooting - free
Juniors - free
Warm Up - 5 Euro

-the protests: 10 Euro - to the 20 minutes of the end of the stage.

-accommodation: hostel  - 8 Euro/day
camping - 3 Euro/day

 

The competition will be conducted in accordance with the rules of shooting range 
and SASS safety rules.

The competition placed on the calendar of PZSS and statement will be published.

Organizers reserve the right to change the rules and competition program.


